
for BRAND ADVERTISERS

If we told you your brand could 

target millions of active consumers 
across the largest retailer websites, 

would we get your attention? 
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A Whole New Level of 
Shopper Insights

Your Shopping Media campaign 
comes with a full suite of 
reporting and post-campaign 
analytics that goes well beyond 
click-thru rates.  With each 
campaign, advertisers receive 
a post-campaign analysis 
that provides engagement 
metrics including product 
searches, product page views, 
product purchases and overall 
engagement with your ad units.
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Drive brand awareness 
and preference...
Where it matters most—
Present your brand on Shopping Media.

For the first time in the history of advertising, brands have a 

powerful way to contextually and behaviorally target consumers 

when and where they are making purchase decisions—inside major 

retail websites. 

Just as Shopper Marketing was created to develop in-store 

programs that engage shoppers in relevant ways—driving sales 

and building brand equity—Shopping Media has been created to 

introduce the same benefits in the online retail channel. 

When it matters most—
Connect with consumers when they want to hear you.

Speak to them when they are actively engaged in the context of 

your brand’s product to influence brand preference and choice.

with Whom it matters most—
Send the right message to your target consumer.

Parallel shoppers' actions and preferences on a retail site with 

relevant advertising, messaging, and complementary products. We 

can modify the delivery and style of each ad as shoppers navigate 

from a broad level of interest down to product pages.

with What matters most—
Deliver engaging media relevant to a shopper's experience.

Our advertising platform leverages search, content and behavioral 

analyses and provides interactive advertising vehicles for you to 

deliver brand content on a merchant's site. Through the millions 

of personalized product recommendations our enRICH® 

Personalization Engine delivers daily across major retailing web 

sites, we are able to place your brand message directly in front of 

consumers.

Targeted Banner Ads
A contextually targeted banner ad that reaches shoppers while 
they’re making purchase decisions

This placement is offered in standard IAB ad sizes. When shoppers 
click through this ad type they are taken to a corresponding item 
page. Based on investment levels, 
RichRelevance can be commissioned 
to create custom banner ad units. 

RichPlacement™ Branded Recommendations 
An entirely new ad unit that leverages the millions of product 
recommendations delivered by RichRelevance every day

Advertisers can wrap their brands around sponsored RichRelevance product 
recommendation carousels and/or choose to highlight their products within the 
recommendation set.

Using RichRelevance’s proprietary ad serving 
technology, you can control where you want ads to 
show (search, category, item pages) and target ads 
by a variety of attributes including search terms, geo-
location, past behavior and more.

Premium Push-Down Bar
A high impact, above-the-fold placement that sits 
directly under the site navigation bar

This exclusive and time-based placement runs across 
an entire category. Upon mouseover, a drop down unit 
is activated, pushing down all content on the page. The 
drop down—which can include a video, advertorial, 
etc.—directs shoppers to an internal product page, 
brand showcase, or an external landing page.

We have 90 million 
unique users across 
our retailer publishers.

Custom creative can feature: 
•	 Video
•	 Advertorials
•	 Coupons
•	 Lead Generation

•	 Reviews
•	 Geo-targeting
•	 Social
•	 and more...

Ad UnitsOverview
RETAILERS

As the 
shopper 

interacts with the 
recommendation 
module, she is 

presented with your 
engaging brand 

content.



Learn More

www.richrelevance.com

info@richrelevance.com

+1 415.956.1947

RichRelevance delivers over 850 million product recommendations daily, powering the 
personalized shopping experiences for consumers shopping the world’s largest and most 
innovative retail brands like Walmart, Sears, Target, Marks & Spencer and John Lewis. Founded 
and led by the e-commerce expert who helped pioneer personalization at Amazon.com, 
RichRelevance helps retailers increase sales and customer engagement by recommending 
the most relevant products to consumers regardless of the channel they are shopping. 
RichRelevance has delivered more than $5.5 billion in attributable sales for its retail clients to 
date, and is accelerating these results with the introduction of a new form of digital advertising 
called Shopping Media which allows brands to engage consumers where it matters most—in 
the digital aisles on the largest retail sites in world. RichRelevance is headquartered in San 
Francisco, with offices in New York, Seattle, Boston and London.

For more information, please visit www.richrelevance.com.


